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GLOBAL VERTICAL
CABLING SECTION
FEATURES:
 Two-piece design reduces the
product's shipping size and cost.
 Patented cable guide fingers
at 1 RMU intervals provide an
organized pathway for cable and
patch cords.
 Snap-on, hinged door/cover
hides cable for a finished
appearance yet allows quick
access to cable for making
changes.
 Acorn nuts eliminate sharp
edges, reducing injuries and torn
cables.
 Carriage bolts ease
installation by allowing
tightening with just one hand.
 Choice of widths and depths
lets you pick the best product for
your cable management needs.
 Low-cost accessories allow
you to create a double-sided unit
for additional cable management
in the rear.

A Cost-Effective, Adaptable Accessory
for Managing Your Cable
Chatsworth Products, Inc. (CPI) is pleased to announce the new
Global Vertical Cabling Section, a cost-effective, adaptable vertical
cable management solution. The unique, two-piece design of the 7'
aluminum, one-sided section significantly reduces shipping size
and cost to provide maximum value while retaining the high-quality
workmanship common to all CPI products. The two parts can be
quickly assembled and then bolted to CPI's Universal and Standard
racks as well as QuadraRackTM frames.
The Global Vertical Cabling Section comes preassembled with
patented cable guide fingers at 1 RMU intervals for you to easily
and neatly organize cable. The fingers are made of durable, flameretardant (UL 94V-0) plastic to withstand wear-and-tear and prevent
accidental breakage. Choose between two sizes of cable guide
fingers: standard 3.21" depth or extended 5.75" depth for more cable
capacity, achieving a total depth of 6.76" and 9.30" respectively.
The product also includes an aluminum, snap-on, hinged
door/cover to easily hide cable for a professional look. At the same
time, it swings on hinges to open left or right, allowing quick access
to the cable from either direction for easy moves, adds and
changes. The door/cover sits on top of the cable guide fingers to
provide additional room for organizing.
Improved CPI hardware makes the Global Vertical Cabling Section easier to install
and maintain. CPI provides rounded acorn nuts for attaching the two section
pieces together in order to eliminate sharp edges and reduce the chance of torn
cables and injuries. For mounting the product to the rack, square carriage bolts instead of standard round bolts - are provided, allowing tightening of the nuts with
just one hand.
The Global Vertical Cabling Section includes a two-piece section, a door/cover
and mounting hardware. Available in two widths (wide 6"W or narrow 3.65"W) and
two depths (6.76"D with standard fingers or 9.30"D with extended fingers), so you
can best accommodate your cable.

Organizing. Storing. Securing.
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Should you require additional cable management capabilities, you can modify the
product to fit your budget and needs. Create a double-sided unit by placing
sections back-to-back, or add a low-cost set of seven cable management rings in
the rear (see Accessories information on the back page of this sheet). Additional
accessories, such as fiber management spools, will be made available in the near
future.
For more information, please contact your authorized CPI Distributor or CPI
Customer Service Representative, or go to www.chatsworth.com

See Reverse for Part Numbers and Accessories.

GLOBAL VERTICAL CABLING SECTION
Select the product that best fits your needs.
Choose a wide or narrow section with either standard- or extended-finger
depth. (Wide with standard fingers and narrow with extended fingers shown to
right.)
All selections include a two-piece section, a door/cover and mounting
hardware.

Accessories for the Global Vertical Cabling Section
Purchase accessories for the Global Vertical Cabling Section to grow with or
adapt to your changing needs.

A set of seven Cable Rings can be attached to the back of the product to
organize rear wires for a neat, professional installation. The rings provide the
functionality of a double-sided cable management system -- at considerable
savings. (Bottom right illustration depicts wide cable rings.)

Coming Soon: A set of six Fiber Management Spools. Measuring 2" outside
diameter, the spools provide additional cable support and proper bending radii
for more efficient data transmission. Easily mounted at desired intervals to the
front of the 6"-wide cabling section.
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